**SCHOOL LEADERSHIP MEETING**

**OCTOBER 14, 2008**

**COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO, ROOM 276/277 (TWIN FALLS)**

---

**Agenda**

8:30  **Continental Breakfast** - provided

   Welcome - Rosie and Marybeth

   Reading First Impact Study: What You Should Know - Steve

   Intensifying Instruction:

   - Explicit & Systematic Instruction, Scaffolding Learning - Rosie and Marybeth

   Teacher & Video Demonstrations

10:30 **Break** - refreshments provided

   Intensifying Instruction:

   Teacher & Video Demonstrations

12:30 **Lunch** - provided

   Intensifying Instruction:

   - Error Correction/Feedback, Guided/Independent Practice - Rosie and Marybeth

   Teacher & Video Demonstrations

2:30 **Break** - refreshments provided

   Intensifying Instruction:

   - Interactive Instruction and Types of Student Progress - Deb and Marybeth

   Teacher Demonstrations

   Looking at Our CRPs

4:00 **Adjourn**

---

*Please remember to bring your most current action plan(s)*

*Teachers bring your current Houghton Mifflin or Open Court Reading Teacher manuals.*